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NOTE OF THE WEEK

Like the announcement of Lord Rosebery's anti-Budget speech, the rumour of a dissolution in January is "premature at any rate." The country never knows what may be in the minds of ministers, or whether anything particular is there at all. Various wonderful plans are said to be brewing, and if it should be delivered, might be mercifully used as an excuse for pushing him off the Liberal League, of which he is a president. He would be thankful for someone to make up his mind for him.

The announcement by Mr. Asquith on Thursday of his anti-Budget speech, if it should be delivered, might be mercifully used as an excuse for pushing him off the Liberal League, of which he is a president. He would be thankful for someone to make up his mind for him.

In politics the phrase is everything. Mr. Lloyd George's proposals for the expenditure of the Development Fund having been magnificently named the colonisation of England, various persons and papers are now assuming that the thing is done: in the End as well as in the Beginning was the Word. We are ourselves inclined to regard the Fund as both useful and promising; but it will have to be dragged and pushed by elephants. As outlined by Mr. Lloyd George on Thursday the first objects of the Fund are roads, forestry, agriculture, and communications. These are unimpeachable, and certainly on the way to colonisation; but we must not be satisfied with merely looking towards Jerusalem. The planting of a hundred acres or so with trees will not pass with us as Afforestation; nor will the creation of a motor road from London to Brighton satisfy us that Roads are being attended to. Properly administered, the Fund and the Programme may easily become the ten years scheme of public works which is part of the Minority Report's recommendations.

The announcement by Mr. Asquith on Thursday of the conclusions of the Imperial Conference or Defence is the first recorded event in the history of the Imperial Commonwealth proper. While disposed on the whole to welcome the prospect of such a standardising and unifying of the Commonwealths under the Flag, we are not without regret that such an instrument of peace has not been forged internationally. In one sense the present arrangement is more Conservative than Liberal,
and certainly owes more to Unionist than to Liberal statesmen. The direct policy of Liberalism was and should have remained international rather than Imperial; in which event we might have had by this time a Federation of Great Powers all over the world sworn to uphold defined standards of civilisation. As it is, the present instrument is purely British, and as such inevitably something of a challenge and provocation to the other nations. Also its standards will be British, with all our virtues and all our vices. Unless internationalism, therefore, extends its influence, we shall be doomed to a comparatively restricted field of development; the Empire will be merely a very large island with all its inhabitants insulated by prejudices from the rest of the world.

Surely the time is ripe for the invigoration, or shall we say re-invigoration, of the old Socialist International. The Socialist movement in England is suffering from a severe depression, and we imagine from all the reports that it is not flourishing anywhere else. The causes are hard to discover, but one of them is certainly the comparative narrowness with which each nation has envisaged its own social problem. Outside a few sagacious leaders, very few Socialists in England are alive to the strict bearing on their own problems of the doings of Socialists and Labourists abroad. Engrossed in the immediate practical politics of our own country, we fail to realise that potent factors even in these have their explanation abroad, where indeed we must learn to look for them like statesmen. The International Committee that meets at intervals of six months is much too slack in its work. We doubt if most Socialists even know of its existence. Yet the public ignorance of recent events in Spain and in Sweden is a disgrace even to so dilatory a body. Its members should have supplied the Press of the world with news daily. We cannot have an international influence without an international intelligence; and for the direction of that we look to the International Committee.

It has always been understood that the Regulations of 1818, by which Indians may be deported without charge or trial, contained a clause making a revision of the sentence imperative every six months. Lord Morley certainly gave us to understand that on July 1st of this year the sentences on the nine deported Indians would be reconsidered; and we as certainly hoped that they would be reconsidered favourably to the prisoners. The new Under-Secretary, however, in reply to a question from Mr. O'Grady, first denied that the revision was imperative in the 1818 Act, and then had the impertinence to read the Clause, from which it was manifest that he was completely wrong. Anything more barefaced in the way of self-contradiction we do not remember to have read in Parliamentary annals. Regulation III distinctly lays down that the report on the prisoner shall be submitted in order that the sentence may be reconsidered. The Master of Elibank's plea that the report related simply to the prisoner's health in prison was simply contemptible. If inflammatory English papers are to be censored in India, we should decidedly include the report of the new Under-Secretary's speech. Any Indian who may read it runs the risk of becoming dangerously inflamed.

We put it to any decently-minded person whether the occupation of warden or wardress in a prison is not one of the most degrading forms of earning a living. In-
Carnegie at Home and Abroad.

Mr. Carnegie as a practical joker is little to our taste. Sorrowsomly we admit ourselves are but the degenerate offspring of a people that did once stomach the kind of fun when Hector can crow over the body of the slain Patroclus: "the fowls of the air shall eat thy flesh." Mr. Carnegie belongs to a ruder age when you not only knock your enemy down but enjoy dancing on his prostrate body and reviling the corpse. Not that Mr. Carnegie to do the fighting. He does not knock the enemy down but enjoyed dancing on his body by the mind which is lacking in the drill and gymnastics of the day. We shall not deplore the blunders that have been committed before arriving at the sensible syllabus that is about to be issued by the Board of Education. It is inevitable that experiments must be made and that we must pay for these experiments in adapting our lives to new and ever-shifting conditions.

Health at School.

Tuck your tuppenny in. By order of the Board of Education. And one of the wisest orders ever issued by the Board. Could we but see our schoolmasters and schoolma'ams, our boys and girls playing at leapfrog throughout the day, with occasional diversions in song and dance, we should be hailing the way to the millennium. The scholarly lad and lassie who has no joy in violent recreation will be saved by the proviso of the Board that all lessons in physical exercise must be thoroughly enjoyed by the children. This is the recognition of our dual nature, of the control of the body by the mind which is required in the drill and gymnastics of the day.

The preface to the memorandum settles the principles of the present forms of physical drill and gymnastic training; it puts to rest the whole tribe of muscle training charlatans. "Physical training is not for the purpose of training gymnasts, but to promote and encourage by such training the health and development of the body." We have seen the arm-muscles so overdeveloped in these physical schools as to break the bones of the arm. Worse still, muscular training of which kind has been purchased at the cost of general vitality and lessened resistance to disease.

The syllabus points out that for young children the natural free movements of the body which supply all that is required are to be encouraged. We hope that this position will be driven into the heads of all our teachers in elementary schools. A healthy, happy child never walks, is never silent unless absorbed in his work or play. The child jumps, runs, skips when sent on errand. These natural movements are abhorred by many teachers and parents; they are thwarted at every instant. "Tommy, sit quiet. Don't run, Jane, walk quietly." These are the commands we hear again and again in our class rooms. "We recommend that for infants, "The exercises should be quick rather than slow, free rather than constrained, large and massive rather than fine. Accuracy or precision of movement is hardly to be expected." Little formal exercises should be taught for normal children under seven if the teachers be encouraged to carry out these principles.

For older children it is equally important that the dulness of the usual exercises be abolished. This is the universal complaint made against the Swedish system of drill. The syllabus recommends skipping and dancing exercises, based upon the sound doctrines that the exercises should be thoroughly enjoyed and that "occasional short and violent efforts, even to breathlessness, are made by all healthy children in play. They form an important factor in physical development, and then employed upon other than his private ends. He may fear that they cannot be in Havana and in Pittsburg at the same time. "All nations that men unarmed are less likely to quarrel than men armed"—writes Mr. Carnegie—unless, he omitted to say, you are rich enough to buy both arms and the men.

For ourselves, we agree with Mr. Upton Sinclair in this week's "Clarion," "that the Socialists should formally ratify treaties and covenants, pledging themselves . . . to prevent this crime [of war] from being committed." We are opposed to war, whether in Europe or in Pittsburg, whether promoted by Carnegie or by Kaiser.
for such healthy children as occasional 15 or 20 seconds of hard running or skipping is entirely good.” That which now thrives as dancing in many of our schools is the dreariest of performances. An inane pointing and pirouetting, without even the charm of names, the grace that glows in Gigue, Gavotte, and Minuets.

Many of the old European folk dances which are referred to in the syllabus supply the requisite co-ordinations of the muscles by which man has expressed not only the most beautiful but his vital or beauty and joy in life. Dancing is for the great mass of people the earliest and the most readily available art, and one in which all can share; the feeling for beauty is quite intimately associated with a proper sense of balance and support. These folk dances have been introduced by Dr. Gulick into the schools of New York, with what success we may judge when he tells us that “you would see a class of fifth-year girls giving the Russian Comareniskia with such spirit and abandon as to arouse the enthusiasm of their parents, many of whom are Russians who had danced that same dance when they were younger.” We may hope to enjoy the Highland Flieg, the Irish Lilt, the English Har-vesters with our children in our London schools.

Whilst the Board of Education is bravely grappling with our modern problems, attempting to make life saner, healthier, and more beautiful, the War Office pursues its policy of Prussianising our land. Boys of sixteen years of age are to be encouraged in military drill and training; they are to be supplied with thirty rounds of free ammunition. We are on the road to the ideal preached by the “St. James’ Gazette”: “The country is, as yet, very far from our own ideal of compulsory service for all able-bodied boys between the ages of twelve and eighteen.” Truly an idle prospect, which a few years more of Mr. Haldane may tend to bring very near. If Boy Scouts are bringing this prospect we must, harmless as we have hitherto thought this fun, be on our guard. We look to our teachers to spike the big guns of the War Office by dance and song, and joyous exercise.

Labour Exchanges and Unemployment Insurance.

That a well-ordered scheme of insurance against unavoidable idleness, coupled with a well-managed scheme of labour exchanges, would rid unemployment of its worst horrors and most demoralising influences there can be no doubt, but, unfortunately, the dual scheme of the Government, as at present laid down, is anything but well-ordered. The insurance part of the scheme, to be a success, must be universal, compulsory, and simple; and the labour bureaux part, to be successful, must be run conjunctly and concurrently with the insurance part. Labour exchanges and insurance must be put in operation on one and the same day. To start, as the Government propose to start, the exchanges at least a year in advance of the insurance will be a blunder almost, if not quite, big enough to wreck the whole scheme.

Let us face the facts before it is too late. So far as increasing the available amount of employment is concerned (apart from the employment of a few officials) labour exchanges will be useless. These forthcoming exchanges cannot, and are not intended to, provide work. They are intended to stop, or reduce, the weary and dispiriting trudges from workshop to workshop which now curse our unemployed, and they are intended to be an integral part of a larger scheme for dealing with the evils of unemployment. The main-spring of this larger scheme is to be insurance. Very well, then, why, in the name of everything that is reasonable and sane, why not start these two essential parts of the machinery—exchanges and insurance—together? Exchanges without insurance and aliment will be musturd without beef. If the exigencies of the national ex-chequer will not permit of the establishment of the insurance fund next year, then for goodness sake let us have the farce of exchanges next year. Let the exchanges be hung up until they can be accompanied by insurance.

Labour exchanges in this country, unless they are to be a failure unless they are to be boycotted by all the best of our workmen and ignored by both the best and the worst of our employers—must be attractive. That is the first cardinal point to remember. These exchanges must be able to offer a good workman something more tangible than the sordid privilege of answering a score of questions, registering his name, and then waiting for some employer to turn up. Exchanges which can guarantee neither work nor relief will be viewed by all the best of the workers as no improvement upon the existing distress registries. I hesitatingly declare, from practical knowledge, that if these exchanges are started without insurance all the best of the unemployed will shun them, and continue to seek work in the old way. They will be nothing substantial to induce good workmen to register. Men will, as at present, hang about the gates of the industrial establishments in the hope of seeing employers, or foremen with whom they are acquainted. And if the men ignore the exchanges the employers will do the same—there will be no inducement to send or telephone to the exchange for hands who may be strangers when there are plenty of well-known and tried men asking for employment at the gates of the works. The scheme will fall to pieces.

Labour exchanges can be made of real value to the victims of industrial fluctuations, but, as an indispen-sable condition of success, they must be attractive and not repellant. And to be attractive they must be the places where an unemployed man can receive his out-of-work amin from the unemployment insurance fund. Let the exchanges, from the day of their inception, be insurance offices as well as labour bureaux, and then the bond fide workers will use them—indeed, they will have to register in order to get their aliment. The contention that labour exchanges can be made a success in this country without insurance because they are successful in Germany does not hold. Our authorities have to face the fact that we have already had a scheme of distress work registries which all the best of our workers have treated with contempt. Our new exchanges must be run on quite novel lines—they must be the places where an unemployed man can receive his out-of-work amin from the unemployment insurance fund. Let the exchanges, from the day of their inception, be insurance offices as well as labour bureaux, and then the bond fide workers will use them—indeed, they will have to register in order to get their aliment. The contention that labour exchanges can be made a success in this country without insurance because they are successful in Germany does not hold. Our authorities have to face the fact that we have already had a scheme of distress work registries which all the best of our workers have treated with contempt. Our new exchanges must be run on quite novel lines—they must be the places where an unemployed man can receive his out-of-work amin from the unemployment insurance fund.
Souvenirs of Bayreuth.
By Francis Grierson.

II.
On every occasion where action takes the place of metaphysical dreaming, Wagner carries his audience with him. The colossal proportions of his climaxes attain the height but are never equalled by any other composer. When there is no room for abstruseness his inspiration does precisely the right thing in the right place. Whenever his musical ideas are assisted by passion and developed by a process of clear and rapid action he is great. The peak of the grand symphony, power rooting the limit, brace the nerves, stimulate the mind, force intellect and sentiment along on waves of harmony that sweep every chord of the soul with indescribable emotions. The second act of "Parsifal" and the scene of the Grail at the end of the first act is Wagner's best work, while the two first acts of the same music-dramas contain striking specimens of the great composer at his worst.

Of all men of genius he is the most uneven, the most irregular. The distance which separates his peculiar inspirations from his ordinary moods is like that which separates the conductor from the sparrow. His imagination seldom takes a middle course, and right in the face of the most artistic, the most finished musical form the work of the ear is. smitten with crudities that shock the sense of harmony and good taste. In many scenes it would appear that Wagner is purposely coarse and banal, as witness Tannhäuser's song to Venus in the second scene of the first act. It would be difficult to find anywhere whole range of opera without omitting opera-bouffe itself. The impression produced is that of the ear-splitting braggadocio of the half tipsy student making a poor attempt at improvisation. In this otherwise beautiful scene Wagner could not, or would not, create the proper melody in the proper place; but I prefer to think that he could not, for the simple reason that it is so much easier to be commonplace than inspirational. It is evident that the composer of "Tannhäuser" and "Parsifal" lacked that Haydn said made Mozart so sure and solid; good taste. That proportion and unity which characterise the works of Beethoven and Mozart are wanting in the works of Wagner. Strictly speaking, certain pages of his music can be heard with greater satisfaction in the concert room, detached from the obscurity and shortcomings of the context, for it cannot be denied that the musical and poetic illusions are often painfully dispelled by dramatic tediousness and the adjuncts of experimental odds and ends. Wagner was born with innate dignity, but he forced his natural talent into channels where his genius became clogged by a desire to be still more original. He tried to do too much.

All through "Parsifal," for instance, and especially in the scene of the Grail, one discovers a searching after something new, a ponderous and studious effort to depict like a certain Methodist hymn is the chorus of one of the audience is. That proportion and unity which characterise the works of Wagner so well in the concert room, detached from the obscurity and shortcomings of the context, for it cannot be denied that the musical and poetic illusions are often painfully dispelled by dramatic tediousness and the adjuncts of experimental odds and ends. Wagner was born with innate dignity, but he forced his natural talent into channels where his genius became clogged by a desire to be still more original. He tried to do too much.

In some respects Van Dyck was an ideal Parsifal, and especially in the scene of the Grail, one discovers a searching after something new, a ponderous and studious effort to depict like a certain Methodist hymn is the chorus of one of the audience is. That proportion and unity which characterise the works of Wagner so well in the concert room, detached from the obscurity and shortcomings of the context, for it cannot be denied that the musical and poetic illusions are often painfully dispelled by dramatic tediousness and the adjuncts of experimental odds and ends. Wagner was born with innate dignity, but he forced his natural talent into channels where his genius became clogged by a desire to be still more original. He tried to do too much.

end his acting was all that could be wished for. Fräulein Maihuc made her debut as Kundry, and Herr Plank enacted Klingsor, the magician.

When the curtain parted on the second act Klingsor was discovered on his magic tower, making ready to invoke the spirit of Kundry. Herr Plank was undoubtedly the fatter man that had ever walked the boards, and as he moved about, was draped in a black velvet robe, cut somewhat in the shape of a woman's dress, and tied about the waist with a broad sash, on his head a white turban with streamers, the effect can better be imagined than described. Rather than sing, the audience wondered how he would take a deep breath. The boards creaked under his weight, and when at last a deep, sonorous basso rang through the auditorium people prepared themselves for a scene of unparalleled weirdness.

In the final scene of the second act, where Kundry, now a beautiful woman, tempts Parsifal, the superb acting of Van Dyck added lustre to the efforts of Fräulein Maihuc. There is nothing in the whole range of Wagnerian music more exacting than the scoring of this scene. The strain on the vocal organs is never relaxed, and every gesture and movement is fraught with meanings that must be developed to the fullest in order to bring out the poetic and mystic intention of the author. The interest of the audience is increased by step. As Kundry rushes to the farthest end of the stage and calls for help the highest notes must be taken with faultless precision and delivered with the utmost dramatic vehemence. Every art the singer possesses is called into play. The scene is long, and towards the last an indescribable feeling of approaching calamity takes possession of the audience. Klingsor appears in answer to Kundry's call for help; but no stranger in the audience is prepared for the scene that follows. Parsifal at this moment breaks the magic power of darkness, and quick as a flash, before the mind can realise how it is done, the big black form of Klingsor, with the solid ground on which he stands, sinks into the earth. It seemed as if the very bulk of Klingsor made his fall more swift and terrible, while at the same time there was an element of tragic humour mingled with his disappearance. Herr Plank stood like a huge statue, solid, motionless, his face alone expressing awe and wonder at the thought of the power of music. It was the first time so fat and pompous a "demon" had been seen under circumstances so impressive and serious.

The mise-en-scène, the religious and supernatural element, these are the secrets of the great enthusiasm manifested by certain persons for "Parsifal." Take away these things and the work would fall flat. We are borne along with Parsifal and Gurnemanz from a vast and realistic forest to mountain gorge and rugged peak. The whole stage is in motion. Without knowing how, everything glides into new forms. Distant chimes are heard, and out of all a Gothic temple appears. A mystic light streams from the dome in solemn splendour, and as it illuminates the Holy Supper the Knights of the Grail enter and take their seats. Far away from the summit comes the echo of seraphic voices; the Grail is taken from the golden shrine, Amfortas raises the cup, when it glistens with flashes of celestial light. Then the Grail is covered again, the blinding light disappears, and the knights drink of the wine prepared for the sacred ceremony.

The scene again changes. Klingsor is standing on the ramparts of his magic tower, defying the powers of light, invoking the nameless woman—Herodias in another existence, Kundry here. From the darkness below purple light gleams in fitful flashes, and at last, after a pensive pause, the |young man is transformed, and slowly, slowly, from the bluish depths, enveloped in a cloud of mystery. A terrible cry electrifies the audience. Kundry, once more under the spell of Klingsor, groans and languishes under the new burden imposed by her master. The scene between the two evil powers increases in passion and frenzy, and at last Klingsor mounts to the top of the ramparts and sounds a trumpet. Kundry disappers, and the magic climax begins.
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The weird light grows fainter; the whole tower, with Klingsor the magician, moves like a great ship, disappearing in the purple depths below and beyond. But while a is placed, and before the time to realise its full meaning, a garden of enchantment is looming up all about the vacant space caused by the disappearance of the castle. Immense palms appear in place of pillars; a marvellous region of flowers that are 700 years old, and where are the autumn flowers of hell. Fields of temptation have been planned by Klingsor for the destruction of Parsifal; and here, in this fairy garden, maidens appear, in the form of flowers, who induce him to descend from the heights above. Celestial light descends from above, hymns of praise are heard from invisible choirs, a white dove slowly descends and hovers over the head of Parsifal.

The curtain falls, the light turned on, and the Garden of the Elysian fields of temptation have been planned by Klingsor for the destruction of Parsifal. The Arabian walls crumble, the flower-girls of Amfortas' wound takes place. Celestial light descends from above, hymns of praise are heard from invisible choirs, a white dove slowly descends and hovers over the head of Parsifal.

The curtain falls, the light turned on, and the Garden of the Elysian fields of temptation have been planned by Klingsor for the destruction of Parsifal. The Arabian walls crumble, the flower-girls of Amfortas' wound takes place. Celestial light descends from above, hymns of praise are heard from invisible choirs, a white dove slowly descends and hovers over the head of Parsifal.
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behind him; the same holds true of our big second-class fellow passenger; but we can all be comfortable if you will follow my advice. There are four first-class compartments with only one passenger each. Let us put two of those passengers into a compartment. That will give us two empty compartments, holding six each. There are eight of us with second-class tickets, and our big friend here makes nine. Let us put five in one compartment and four with our other big friend—he only holds a third-class ticket, it is true, but then he is very big—into the other first-class compartment. Then eight of the sixteen passengers now in the third-class compartment can get in here and eight stay where they are. The first-class people will not be hurt, for they only paid for a seat apiece, and they will have three seats apiece. Half the third-class passengers will be benefited, for they will travel second-class, and the other half will be in comfort in the third-class compartment, where there will then be seats for all and two to spare, and—we shall travel first-class! These two gentlemen are very big—and he smiled at the two newcomers and if they only and if the first-class passengers to do as we request I am sure they will express themselves as delighted to oblige us. If the two gentlemen I mention do not care to do the speaking I shall be delighted to represent the case to the station-master and our first-class brethren if these two gentlemen will only stand in front of me and the rest of you behind me. Come, ladies and gentlemen, what do you say? Who will join in an application to the station-master?

"What!" cried the fat woman. "Join myself to intruding third-class passengers against the ladies and gentlemen who travel first-class! I'd have you know, sir, that my landlady always travels first-class, and once, when her husband was standing for the County Council, she came in and took a cup of tea with me when she called for the rent!"

"What!" cried the thin man. "When my three sisters and their twelve children, my cousins, and their children all die, I shall probably get their money and be able to travel first-class myself! Your sentiments, sir, are disgraceful, and quite Socialistic!"

"He talks dam common sense!" said the big second-class passenger. "Come on, old chap!—to the navvy—" and you, too, hop-o'-my-thumb!—"to the smallest orator with the Liberty pink silk tie—"We'll travel first-class, at any rate!"

"So'll we!" cried all the other passengers except the fat woman and the thin man, and out they got.

"Stop!" cried the fat woman. "Stop! Stop!" cried the thin man. "What shall we do?" cried the fat woman. "What shall we do?" cried the thin man.

"Come with us, of course!" said the big second-class passenger.

"Never!" cried the fat woman. "Never!" cried the thin man.

"Then stay behind and be d——d to you," answered the big second-class passenger savagely.

"But then those horrid third-class people will come in here!" cried the fat woman.

"Horrid third-class!" squeaked the thin man.

"Now look here, my fat and thin friends," said the big passenger, "you've got to choose one way or the other. You must either come with us and be comfortable at the expense of the first-class people; or you stay where you are and wait till you're swamped by the third-class folk coming in. You're not strong enough to hold the door against the third-class; you are strong enough to compel the first-class to make room for you. Now, then, boys, line up!"

The big second-class man was quite taking the lead, and the small orator in the Liberty pink tie looked as though he did not quite know whether to be pleased or annoyed.

"But suppose the station-master and the first-class passengers object?" cried the fat woman.

"Yes, suppose they object?" cried the thin man.

The big second-class passenger buttoned his coat and turned up his cuffs; the Navvy spat on his hands.
were strong enough to decide them: let them give the blow before the word.

The Suffragists should have devoted themselves to propaganda, taking no part in elections. It is possible that they might in course of time have become strong enough, because they would not have offended party susceptibilities. Then they could have offered the Suffrage vote to the highest bidder of the two parties, driven a bargain such as that which takes place from time to time between Labour, the Irish, the Nonconformists, the Catholics, etc., and the party in power.

To-day the Suffrage rout is complete. They have alienated a large section of the Liberal Party without gaining their end. The Grand National and the Socialists (n'en déplaise à [Bax]) but the Socialists are not in power, and there is nothing to show that they will hold even the balance of power for many a long year. They have gained from Mr. Asquith a promise that the Suffrage will be included in his Reform Bill, but when will there be a Reform Bill? Either this Government will dissolve after the acceptance or rejection of the Budget by the Lords, or it will stay in power, if possible, and defer the Reform Bill until 1910 or 1911. In the former alternative, if the Liberals win, the Reform Bill and the Suffrage will both go. If the latter, it is possible that the Greek Calendars; if they lose and the Tories get in, there is nothing to show that the latter will enfranchise the women. If, on the other hand, the Libera's stay in power and present a Reform Bill in 1910 or 1911, the Lords will reject it, and it is exceedingly likely that by that time the country will be ready for a change, and that the Tories, in power and postponing the Suffrage, will decide to spare my life. And the irony of the situation will be that the Suffragists must logically work against the party whose Reform Bill enfranchises them.

Lastly, then, is the question of the advertisement of the cause. Many adherents have been lost by half a column, the use of the whip, assaults on the police, the breaking up of meetings, etc. Personally I believe that many more adherents have thus been gained than lost, but the nimbleness to the cause lies in the fact that the agitation has become commonplace. The newspapers now devote half a column to a Suffrage riot, and a dozen Cabinet ministers, the blowing up of St. Paul's, or at least the Carrie Nationalising of the offices of the Anti-Suffrage League, are steps which might prove useful. But what then? How much further would the Cabinet go?

To put fear into governments is an excellent thing, for governments seldom go further than they are kicked, but they have to be kicked, and the Suffragists are mainly assaulting thin air. Thus the Cause is lost, though women's suffrage come. It is lost as was the Deceased Wife's Sister's Bill, which, passing through the range of the arguments every day: the murder of half a question sine die. And the irony of the situation will be that the Suffragists must logically work against the party whose Reform Bill enfranchises them.

The Missionary.

He lived some twelve miles from where I was stationed, and on the occasion of calling for his post had invited me to visit him. He was a tall, well-built man of a kindly, somewhat careworn countenance, clean-shaven, but with hair almost falling to his shoulders, and broad, sloping forehead; he was a man of deep thought and reflection, and I immediately congratulated myself on having such a neighbour. Plainly he was a scholar, and I was soon convinced that he was also fairly well posted on most matters of interest, literary, political, or scientific, dating up to only a month back. I was happy to accept his invitation, especially as he lived in a part of the district which I had not visited. My camp was at the base of the highest peak of the Ndongombo Mountains, and I had often cast longing eyes at the rugged ranges, the highest peak, taken by the wise men and warriors into those mountains. For the present I was advised to keep clear of them, and to let them give the blow before the word. I had decided to spare my life. Woe to the woman or girl who should happen upon one of their camping places in the mountains. She is never seen again. Should there be whites in the neighbourhood they are warned not to move in certain parts, and he is unwise who gives heed to this. They go to the school as boys of small account, but are known as men when they emerge and are entitled to a voice at the council.

The Missionary lived on the other side of the range or the bottom slope, almost immediately opposite my camp, and it being extremely rough travelling I had decided to spare my good horse and walk over. On the appointed morning, long before sunrise, my servant came to say that a boy had arrived with a donkey for me. These little animals could manipulate the rugged paths much easier and more safely than horses; but, slinging a small water bottle over my shoulder and grasping a stout thornwood stick, I told the youngster to mount the donkey and lead the way. The footpath took the hill at once, winding about, rising steeply, dodging round huge boulders, then running straightly across a patch of lovely green grass, again dipping through a thickly wooded kloof, to rise abruptly on the other side. We were well into the hill when the sun rose. Chubby little brown rock rabbits were here and there, peeping shyly at us, and birds were filling the kloofs with song. Such mild animals are rare, and one could but pause and yield gladly to the delight of it all. The air seemed charged with life and beauty, and one drank it greedily. The steep path, when again we breathed the hill, seemed to me to fly under our feet. The highest point we touched was a good deal below the highest point we touched was a good deal below, but covered a view of country to a distance of perhaps sixty miles. I had heard of a spring at this crossing, and on reaching it was delighted to find the water pure and cold. We had tiffin here, and after resting a bit, started on. To avoid the surround of country we told the boy to lead on and more quickly. We reached the bottom in about an hour and a half. I knew that we were close to the Missionary's house, but as we were moving through a very heavy growth of prickly pear nothing could be seen ahead. We then led down to a tiny stream, and we had hardly crossed this when
we came on a string of five girls with calabashes of water on their heads making, in single file, along the same path. My guide called out, and the girls immediately stopped and stood to the side of the path. As we got up to them I was astonished to find that the girl in the middle was white. She was bare-footed and her hair hung in plaits down her back. The native girls had only skins on, but she wore a dress. She had her large gourd of water poised as beautifully on her head as any to the manner born, and had been taught the native way of striding along with the same free swinging grace. I guessed from her countenance that she was a daughter of the missionary, but as she greeted me in the same native tongue as did the others I simply returned their greeting and passed on. We reached the house in a few minutes, and found the Missionary looking out for us. He was much surprised to find me driving the donkey along with the boy on it, but that was soon explained to me. I had introduced to him the lady of the house, a gentle little woman, and a well-grown boy of about sixteen years of age. I found the boy could speak nothing but the native language. A few minutes afterwards the girl I had seen carrying water was standing by with a tray of milk and biscuits, and I was introduced as the daughter of the house. She dropped a little curtsey and said she was my servant, again in the native tongue. To complete the introductions necessary the Missionary went out for a moment, and returned carrying on one arm a chubby little native boy child of about five years of age, and leading by the hand a curly-haired little son of his own. The black Picaninni was introduced (and shook hands with the same freedom as did the other) as an experiment. It appeared that the two children were born on the same day, and the Missionary had induced the black mother to give him her son after weaning to bring up with his own boy. They were to sleep in the same bed, eat from the same pots at the same time, and to have exactly the same privileges in their bringing up and training. The good man’s idea was of course perfectly plain and surely of considerable psychological value. Here was a pure bred native child, with centuries of savage and barbarous ancestors leading right up to his father, placed in conjunction with and reared in exactly the same way as a white child of cultured parents and the most civilised ancestry. How will they compare at the age of five, fifteen, and manhood?

The Missionary had been almost more than honest on his part, and apparently his wife and children were acting in a good loyal spirit. If one child had a toy present the other had one equally as good; where a spanking was considered necessary it was administered in the same severity. Their clothing was the same, and, as I was able to observe, they were kissed with equal gusto when sent off to bed. The boys were now five years of age, and the result of the Missionary’s observation was that from the age of three to the present the native child had shown, apparently, a greater intelligence than the white. He was quicker to grasp a situation and to act in it. He had a better memory. In school marks he was far ahead of the golden-hairied, blue-eyed boy. The Missionary had made copious notes of progress and comparison from their infancy, and it was only in entries made the last two months that a slight change had been noticed in favour of his own son. The white boy was showing a most marked improvement in all matters requiring application and perseverance. Although they were two mischievous little sportsmen and, as far as could be observed, of very similar temperament, where some small matter had not been quite lucidly explained it was noticed that, not having grasped it in his quick way in the first instance, the black boy would very soon dismiss the subject, whereas the other would seem to be not quite satisfied, and perhaps a little later would ask a question with reference to it.

The Missionary and his gentle wife had arrived at this spot eighteen years back. The house, which was a large, well thatched green brick building, and the little church close by of the orthodox style with its little cross standing up from above the front door, as also the various out-houses, had all been built; with some rough native aid, by the reverend man. The canvas ceilings and all the adornments of church and dwelling were the work of his wife. Until within the last three or four years while many had very rarely been seen in that part, and even now the big boy and girl in the house looked at one with some nervousness and a great deal of curiosity. There were some eighteen to twenty reed and mud native dwellings close to the house which I right got to be born, and had been fought out during his long residence among them, and he had had unique opportunities of entering into the native mind and character. One man and perhaps six women! Making the most of all the comfort which could be accorded, they were five and six inch tall, chubby little natives; of grave illness. Had he remained at home and worked amongst his own slum brethren he knew that he would have been of great service, while here he confessed that all his work and teaching had scarcely influenced the life of the tribe one iota. In every case of sickness they came to him because they were treated and got medicine for nothing. It was really for love, but he knew by the returns they made, if he required any work done, for instance, that it was absolutely unappreciated. Their own native doctors had to be paid. The Missionary had probably never—unless it was to his wife—allowed his inmost thoughts and feelings to rise to the surface as they did on this occasion. He spoke quietly and sometimes so feebly that, although intensely interested, I was almost relieved for his sake when we were recalled to the house. I found on meeting them again that the big boy and girl were receiving an excellent education from their parents, and that, although they easily spoke the native tongue, they could read and write two European languages.

Before retiring I played a game of chess with this youngster of sixteen, and received such a beating as I was not to take all the conceit out of that direction.

RICHMOND HAINCH.

BABY VERSES.

On the top of an old brick wall moss-grown,
Sat a baby blue and brown;
A beautiful beard—silky and fine—was spun.
And down on the wall he sat, quite like a man,
Till his long leg bent at its velvet knee.
He wore a tail as long as any in the nation,
And the whole baby world could spread for a screen
Any time he might not wish to be seen.

A mushroom she wore for her Sunday hat,
And carefully perched on the high pew-seat.
She balanced her hat with marvellous skill
On the very top of her topmost curl.
Oh, kind, when the chapel let out again,
She sheltered her sisters out of the rain.
And she wouldn’t laugh and say, ‘A great jest’
‘Case her hat should fall and be second-best.’
Books and Persons. (AN OCCASIONAL CAUSERIE)

The season is now silly, doubtless so knocked by "The White Prophet." The one faint glimmer in the gloom of its strained airs is Gilbert Chesterton's book on Bernard Shaw, which certainly contains about Shaw some true and passably profound things that have not been said before. Yet I regret this book. The author, as a New York paper once picturesquely said of myself, "is interesting without persuading us that he has quite struck twelve!" I regret all books about contemporaries who are at the height of their powers. And if such books are to be produced I prefer them to be written by tedious scribblers and collectors of pressings, leaving a whole book about a fellow-performer in the arena to be better occupied than in writing the one faint glimmer in the gloom of the achievements of Mr. Tom Browne (R.I.).

The lack of dignity in this latest gesture of Gilbert Chesterton's, a man of his originality and power ought in my opinion to be better occupied than in writing a whole book about a fellow-performer in the season subject, but two—the second one being its own chidings, chided me for having affirmed that another wrote recently to this journal, and, among other things, prayed that there might be fewer errors of fact than his book on Browning contains fewer. And as Parliament still sits its symptoms have been perhaps marked by no new features. And as the "Daily Mail" has said that strong editorial commonsense which guides it, has never get such essays in London newspapers. Here is an extract from it to serve as an illustration of the following effect: "Dear Madam,—Is it a fact that a rich American has paid you twenty thousand pounds down for your throat after you are dead?" Prompt came the indignant reply from Craig-y-Nos, inditing by the secretary of the Baroness Cederström, that the rumour was "one of those rumours which do not repose and never have reposed on any kind of foundation." The net result was some sixty lines of high-class silly copy for the "Matin," specially telegraphed from London. The possibilities of this genial idea are clearly immense. For example, Mr. Blumenfeld, the pure-bred John Bull who edits the "Daily Express" in the high interests of home and country, might write to Lord Northcliffe: "Dearest Northcliffe,—Is it a fact that you have sold to Mr. Moberly Bell for twenty thousand pounds the right to compose your obituary notice for the 'Times'? The rumour is afoot, and should be stopped if it is not true."

JACOB TONSON.

SOCIALIST CIGARETTE MAKERS

Give you 50 per cent. better quality Tobacco than any other firm. The "NEW AGE" CIGARETTES are hand-made from pure Tobacco, native and foreign, non-nicotine, non-infurhas, and sold at a democratic price.

A Box of 100 "NEW AGE" CIGARETTES, Turkish or Virginia, 2/6 post free. Exceptional Value.


A Law in Literary Expression

A Letter of Lord Northcliffe to a Correspondent:—"May I by the way remind you, "Mr. Patti, that it was you who once suggested to me the idea of writing to Adelina Patti to the following effect: "Dear Madam,—Is it a fact that a rich American has paid you twenty thousand pounds down for your throat after you are dead?" Prompt came the indignant reply from Craig-y-Nos, inditing by the secretary of the Baroness Cederström, that the rumour was "one of those rumours which do not repose and never have reposed on any kind of foundation." The net result was some sixty lines of high-class silly copy for the "Matin," specially telegraphed from London. The possibilities of this genial idea are clearly immense. For example, Mr. Blumenfeld, the pure-bred John Bull who edits the "Daily Express" in the high interests of home and country, might write to Lord Northcliffe: "Dearest Northcliffe,—Is it a fact that you have sold to Mr. Moberly Bell for twenty thousand pounds the right to compose your obituary notice for the 'Times'? The rumour is afoot, and should be stopped if it is not true."

JACOB TONSON.
REVIEWS.

Seven Short Plays. By Lady Gregory. (Maunsel. 3s. 6d.)

To judge these seven playlets apart from their natural setting were as difficult as to judge a fragment of old tapestry but feintly indicating the wonderful material and design of the whole. They rightly belong to the Danish National Theatre Society Plays, and are the clever work of one of a group of modern poets with a taste for the sociological epic, united to symbolise the soul of Ireland. This these playwrights accomplish in a series of beautiful psychological pictures which collectively represent the evolution of the national spirit and individually throw light upon its many-sided aspect. You begin with the "Shadowy Waters" of Mr. Yeats—to whom this book is dedicated—in which you are shown the birth of that spirit in rich poetical surroundings centuries ago. Then you watch it pass in the dim background of events evolving during seven and a half centuries of criminal blunder and gross stupidity. Then Mr. Yeats' "Kathleen ni Houlihan" you see it emerge burdened Christian-like with its accumulated heritage of wrongs. So you pass to Mr. Synge's "Playboy of the Western World," wherein you see it seemingly crushed, distorted, and made abject beyond recognition by oppression and elimination. Finally, in Lady Gregory's plays, you watch it emerge again. In her delightful peasant characters, with their spontaneity, poetry, light-hearted humour, and their edifying insularity, you seem to be at the re-birth of the national spirit, and are conscious of a new Ireland—Ireland in the future. There is very little to choose between these plays. They are equal in truth and charm, in sympathy and simpicity. Whomever has seen them acted will read his favourite one; whoever has not seen them acted will read them all.

Among the Danes. By F. M. Butlin. (Methuen. 7s. 6d.)

This present volume is not a very favourable specimen of travel book. The author, it is true, has given us a three-fold view of Denmark, and we see something of the Denmark that helped to breed England, of the cooperative dairy Denmark, and of the Denmark of Hamlet and Hans Andersen. Mrs. Butlin has narrated bits of its legendary origin and historical interest, referred to its economic development since its loss of Schleswig, and hinted at its artistic possibilities. But her work is marred by superficiality and slovenliness in her work is superfluous and slovenliness in style. Thus the history consists mainly of extracts, and such universal matters as the co-operative agricultural movement, the educational experiment, and the remarkable activities of the Danish Heath Society are touched upon chit-chattily. Holberg's pays (for plays) is probably a misprint, but the picture (meaning portrait) of Drackenberg is shear carelessness. We are almost left to discover Andersen's poetic Denmark in Miss Ellen Wilkinson's illustrations, which have an interesting quality.

Accidental Injuries to Workmen. By H. Norman Barnett and C. E. Shaw. (Rehrman. 7s. 6d.)

The authors of this book have compiled a very valuable list of accidental injuries coming under the Workmen's Compensation Act, proceeding in proper anatomical order from bone to muscle, thence to organs of special sense, thence to internal organs, and finally to the Nervous System. The whole is rounded off by a lucid legal introduction by Mr. T. J. Campbell, and appendices of legislation and industrial diseases. The book is, as the authors point out, two years late, and this, we may add, in more senses than one. It shows us indeed a measure passed to protect practically all employees, but it gives us no indication of how this Act is now being defeated by employers compelling the worker to pay for accidents. Unfortunately, too, the Act is very weak in respect to the definition of accidents, and it is said to encourage serious malingerering. A book that aims to interpret it as it stands and furnishes a clue to the nature of every case it ought to include, although of humble service to the doctor, must remain but a curiosity to the layman.

"Chesterton on Shaw!"

"Pelion on Ossa!"

"Set an epigrammatist to catch an epigrammatist"

GEORGE BERNARD SHAW

BY

G. K. CHESTERTON.

Daily Telegraph: "He MUST be a dull dog who cannot enjoy it."

5s. net. NOW READY. 5s. net.

INTRODUCTION—"Most people either say that they agree with Bernard Shaw or that they do not understand him. I am the only person who understands him, and I do not agree with him."

"A fascinating study."

—G. B. S. in The Nation.

JOHN LANE • PUBLISHER • THE BODLEY HEAD
The Decay of the Church of Rome. By J. McCabe. (Methuen. 73. 6d. net.) Mr. McCabe's object in this book is to trace what he calls the decay of the Church of Rome in the Latin, English, and Germanic worlds. This he attempts to do with lucidity, brevity, and conciseness. But we feel he does not altogether succeed. In spite of his anti-Catholic bias his honesty is too much for him. If it is Mr. McCabe's view, as stated in his thesis, that "the Church of Rome is rapidly decaying," it is strange he should not persuade us it is not decaying at all, but simply losing ground through meddlesing with matters that do not concern it. But the fact is Mr. McCabe cannot get away from his Self. He has been a Catholic convert, and shows better than does that the whole trouble of the Roman Church is due, as he points out (12) to its meddlesing unskilfully with politics. The fortunes of the Catholic Church have always tended to fluctuate (16), and this has been largely due to its political mistakes. The beginning of the "decline" in France in 1870 was due, as Mr. McCabe doubtless knows, but does not say, to the Pope making Bismarck a son of the Church; while Gambetta's anti-Catholic outburst (20) was caused by the attempt of Rome to reincarnate the cause of Bourbon. To sum up, in Mr. McCabe's words: "They (the clergy) have often, in spite of their better judgment, obeyed implicitly every order from the Vatican." Hence our contention is that the present condition of the Church of Rome is simply the expression of a position into which its political ambitions and conservatism have forced it, and that as soon as it recognises this, ceases to meddle with politics, and comes into line with the movement to democratise Christianity, it will again take rank as a spiritual force. Mr. McCabe's honesty causes him "to shrink from forecasts." So he leaves Rome where "its whole management of the Latin races, devoid of any large statesmanship," has landed it.

Mesmerism and Christian Science. By Frank Podmore. (Methuen. 105. 6d. net.) Whatever may be Mr. Podmore's capacity as a compiler, capacity in other directions cannot be ascribed to him. All this is proved in the volume before us. He conscientiously traces the course of Animal Magnetism from Mesmer, detailing—as Binet and Féré have done—the growth of the curative virtues of magnetism and its entry upon a scientific career as Hypnotism under Charcot. Here he warns us that Hypnotism, rising from the material morasses into which Mesmer had flung it, encounters the soul and straightway adopts two forms. It takes rank as an orthodox agency of practical therapeutic utility and as a doubtful system of religion. Its decay is from Mesmerism to Ethical Culture, taking other forms. It is his honest conviction, and he would not tell a lie so as to mislead us. The latter forms of public worship on the way. A really good investment.

"His verse remains undeniably strong and majestic. . . . Perhaps it is too much to say that he was groping towards a higher faith." Surely Lucretius at least might arouse some enthusiasm in these days when his doctrine of evolution has become so widespread. Caesar becomes a writer of blue-books; Horace receives praise on account of his sanity; "he yet pierces to the universal heart." He pierces to no heart at all, and a country that had any care for its youth would burn Horace and send any translator to the gallows. An Atheist at Church. By George Stanbridge. (Forder. 4d.) We would rather call this book a light-hearted sketches Sturmarian than as actually the work of a secularist conscience. It contains so many touches that are Mr. Stanbridge's own, and not a few that the secularist would disown. For instance, a confession of being impressed even by the aesthetic magnificence of the Catholic Church (2) is not at all typical of the out-and-out secularist, who usually shrinks horror-stricken from the Church and all its pomp and vanities. But it is the sort of thing we expect from Mr. Stanbridge. His is his honest conviction, and he would not tell a lie upon any, much less upon this solemn occasion. Moreover, it is good for him to feel this aesthetic force of the Catholic Church, for it enables him to give value by contrast to his entertaining account of his travels from Romanism to Ethical Culture, taking other forms of public worship on the way. A really good investment.

The Book of Job. Vol. i, to xiv. By David Davies. (Simpkin. 5s.) Those who have seen Blake's picture of Satan pouring the plague of boils on Job will have realised that, on the whole, the prophet did not have a soft time. Still, there are many less cheerful things than his "Philosophy of Sorrow." Indeed, the "Book of Job" is a great imaginative work, the greatest picture ever composed for the sake of humanity. Coleridge regarded it as an Arab poem of immense beauty; it inspired Goethe's "Faust"; it was Victor Hugo's
favourite reading. We agree, therefore, with Mr. Davies that it deserves to be rescued from neglect, and we welcome his exhaustive book of reference. But somehow we can never get much information out of biblical commentaries, and the present is no exception, for it leaves that imaginative prologue where the Devil appears as a sort of dramatic public prosecutor.

DRAMA.

The Last of the Censors.

This must prove a true prophecy, for assuredly no man will be found self-sacrificing enough to accept a post as Mr. Redford's successor.

There are moments when one blushes for the Government—for instance this solemn affair of the Censorship, a lengthy inquiry into the obvious. The discourtesy with which poor Mr. Redford has been treated really partnership, all limits of decency.

Being offered a sufficiently remunerative post, he naturally accepted it, surely under the impression that he would sit comfortably under the protection of the Lord Chamberlain's wand. He felt himself perfectly capable to undertake the task of examining plays, for had he not been in and out of the office during Mr. Pigott's lifetime? He was "a personal friend of his predecessor, and had often been in correspondence with the office." Moreover, as further qualifications, he possessed a wife who can make running translations from the German and that "dramatic insight without which he could not understand the plays."

Picture this dear couple conscientiously poring over usually tedious and occasionally indecorous manuscripts. By the way, will Mr. Redford's collaborateur also be harassed in the witness box? The situation is pathetic to an almost tearful degree. And yet through it all Mr. Redford remains a gentleman in his scarcely complaining responses. When Lord Newton asks "if he does not feel hardly used to be made the subject of attack by the authors?" he gently replies, "I am a little aggrieved sometimes."

One's blood boils! Even Mr. Harcourt asks, "Is it not proposed to call the Lord Chamberlain?" But no, it is not, there lies the shameful injustice and discourtesy of the case. Apparently this unfortunate English gentleman has been pitchforked into a position of unexpected and undesired publicity, although he is not the responsible person.

Disgraceful too are the charges which Mr. Redford has been forced to repudiate; but, thank God, he knew how to vindicate himself.

Mr. Law: "There was an interval of eight or nine years between such and such plays. In that time your mind, I suppose, had developed?"

Mr. Redford (with wounded dignity): "If you speak of my individual mind, it was probably always the same."

Again the Censor was apparently expected to voice his opinion in public concerning the most dubious themes. He did turn for one moment when Mr. Law spoke of the veto on "Monna Vanna": "Upon what principle or precedent, Mr. Redford, did you refuse the play of 'Monna Vanna'?"

"That play has been so extensively discussed that it seems almost unnecessary to answer, but still if you wish it—"

"I certainly should like to know the general principle."

"Upon the principle of the immorality of the plot."

Of course I could go into the details, but it would be a long business. I could tell you the whole plot."

"Thank you; I have read the play with very great pleasure."

(Warily): "Oh, I didn't mean to say you hadn't."

"Do you consider the general plot of the play immoral?"

(Modestly): "The plot of a woman entering—? Yes, the whole plot of the play, to my mind, is—improper."

Mr. Redford's delicacy was sorely tried in the attempted discussion about "The Breaking-Point," by Mr. Garnet. He had just begun to open out, too, in a friendly way; he was inclined to make the committee a present of his personal opinion, a gift they appeared to desire more than most things.

Mr. Law: "The fact that 'The Breaking-Point' was not publicly performed destroyed the value of the author's property, did it not?"

"That is really a question I have nothing to do with, but there was so property in it, if you ask me."

But the Committee seemed to wish for a more intimate discussion of the play. The Censor very properly flourished any such intention.

"You know the one scene that was objected to. I cannot possibly mention it here!"

And so throughout the tactless cross-examination this admirable Censor of ours conducted himself with the discretion which must usually be attended only at all times.

The Censor, too, has always been obliging if only approached in a becoming fashion and by persons of sufficient weight and position—a fact for which he has severely received sufficient credit. As he remarks: "Plays can always be reconsidered, and frequently he is willing to reconsider them if 'slight modifications' are introduced."

There are several instances, two at least, of this accommodating attitude, which he has not so far come before the Committee. In '87 a translation of Octave Feuillet's "Julie" was submitted to the Censor. Julie dies of heart shock in the end when her husband discovers that she has committed adultery (between Acts 1 and II). Naturally the Censor found all this dish-quieting, but, being in a particularly amiable mood he effected a compromise. The play should pass if Julie, at the end of Act II, said: "Thank heaven, I have only sinned in intension." She would still have to die of remorse for the deed at the end of Act III, but after all that is not the Censor's business.

In 1900 a play called "Freedom in Fetters," by Sir Sydney Olivier, Governor of Jamaica, was submitted to the Censor and refused. Indeed, the name alone is enough to suggest unorthodoxy to any gentleman without further perusal. It smacks of something wild and paradoxical. However, when the identical play was sent in again under a new title, "Beatrice Maxwell," no further difficulties presented themselves, and it was licensed.

One waits anxiously for the issue of the investigation. May Mr. Redford be permitted to retire gracefully into private life before his tormentors have obliterated him into a premature grave.

N. C.

Recent Music.

Elgar, Reger, and the Promenades.

Only once a year does serious music become nearly popular. Those people who can afford to pay a shilling for an evening's entertainment may hear the best music in the world performed by a first-class orchestra. But they must bear it uncomfortably. They may smoke, but for a shilling they must stand packed close together like the crowd at a big test match. It happens, too, that these concerts (I refer to the Promenade Concerts..."
of the Queen's Hall Orchestra) are given during part of the hottest season of the year, so that if it should be a particularly warm evening the impossibility of "promenading" and the discomfort of standing are rendered doubly inconvenient by the close proximity of perspiring enthusiasts. We are accustomed to congratulate our peers on these annual occasions upon the fact that the "taste" of the London public is improving steadily, and that it is only a question of time when our scullery-maid will devour the analytical notes on the Domestic Symphony to which the day's news Mr. Horner's penny stories. Nonsense, of course; people have only wanted the opportunity more frequently offered of hearing decent music at a reasonable price to prove that they will accept it and make it "pay." But our capitalist musicians take care that popularity shall mean nothing below the uncomfortable shilling. They take care to extract as much as five shillings for the best seats at these "popular" nights. I do not think it unreasonable to hope that we shall one day have promenade concerts all the year round with a maximum charge of, say, sixpence for a seat. During these warm evenings the Queen's Hall is packed, and so is the Lyric Theatre, where the Moody-Manners season of opera in England is still proceeding.

As for Edward Elgar's symphony was performed for the first time at the Promenades. This latest work of our English composer is one that has to hear a dozen times before you can grasp it. I have not yet heard it a dozen times, so my feelings are still proceeding. Off-hand I might say it appears somewhat prolix and long-winded, but as a piece of workmanship it is probably the finest thing these islands have ever known. And it is English, absolutely English all through (whatever that may appear somewhat prolix and long-winded, but these islands have ever known. And it is English, as you know it is better the man should be himself in this virile than that work and less obviously derivative.

Elgar is excited. Parry, again, would rather be dull and Fugue upon a Merry Theme" Max Reger derived from the Brahms influence. But his master was more successful in connecting his variations, and could always keep the theme more prominently before you. (Brahms was a bore, but he was an artist all the same). Reger, in his lust for contrapuntal eccentricities, too often obliterates the theme, and the form therefore loses much of its usual interest. The final movement, an elaborate fugue, is far and away the best thing in the composition; it is as masterly as anything old Bach himself ever wrote. Reger, after all, works best in harness. Give him a prescribed theme, (in this instance he had a ready-made theme for his fugue), some strict rules to obey, and he compels your highest admiration. In his Cicerone he is often charming, even exquisite, for he is diluting on somebody else's motto; but turn him adrift in search of ideas and he immediately loses power. So far, I do not see that Reger has brought any new beauty into music. If anything, he has brought a new pomposity.}

CORRESPONDENCE.

For the opinions expressed by correspondents, the Editor does not hold himself responsible. Correspondence intended for publication should be addressed to the Editor and written on one side of the paper only.

SPECIAL NOTICE. Letters should be postmarked, and many letters weekly are omitted on account of these lengths.

A CASE IN INDIA.

TO THE EDITOR OF "THE NEW AGE."

In your issue of last week Mr. C. H. Norman brings perhaps the most serious case for which it is possible to bring against an unnamed Lieutenant-Governor of India—that he connived at the premature execution of an Indian sentenced unjustly to death, to anticipate certain representation from the Viceregal. Unless a charge of that kind is fully substantiated, it condemns the accuser to a false witness and contempt of every Englishman whose sense of honour is not rotting with the grind of gangreous provincialism or rancid insincerity. While Mr. Norman's views on Denshawai and Dhingra incidents are my own, his attitude towards Rhodes and on other subjects which he has written about in your columns seems to me no less dishonest than contemptible, and therefore, as a whole-hearted Socialist who desires that Socialism should have no truck with what is contemptible and dishonest, and as a man who has some first-hand knowledge of India, its peoples, its ways of thought, and its Lieutenant-Governors, I hope that Mr. Norman will see his way either to withdraw the charge he has brought, which reflects on every member of a service whose single-hearted devotion to duty—and on this point I am perhaps better qualified to speak than the accuser—cannot be questioned as their intelligence is hypothetical, and so convince me by analogy of gross lack of understanding in those other cases where I find it impossible to suppress such unworthy of the rank of straight-thinking men, or, if he cannot substantiate the charge, withdraw it and himself unreservedly and finally from the Socialist movement, and leave it to those whose methods and motives, whatever may be thought of their abilities, are clean.

* * *

Mr. Norman writes—

TO THE EDITOR OF "THE NEW AGE."

The impudent letter of a person named Maurice Brown, which you have kindly communicated to me, and obtained my permission to print, would remain unanswered by me were it not that such individuals, if their letters are not published, conceive that it is because their atrocious abuse has some justification in fact...

Before stating the circumstances, allow me to quote the exact words I used so that I may, in the last paragraph of this letter, thoroughly expose Mr. Maurice Brown's malignant perversion "Take one instance in India. A murderer had been sentenced to death. He appealed to the Lieutenant-Governor, and the appeal was disallowed. He was hanged at the Viceroy..."
Viceroy granted his appeal, and retired the death sentence. The sentence had been carried out by the special orders of the Lieutenant-Governor when he knew the man had appealed to the Viceroy, and on a day before which it would be impossible for him to invest the Lieutenant-Governor when he knew the man had appealed to the Governor-General in Council, and the orders of the Lieutenant-Governor, although for his safety, was sent on the 14th June, 1906, Sir H. Cotton asked the Secretary of State for India whether his attention has been drawn to the fact that in a recent case in which a capital sentence has been prayed to the Lieutenant-Governor of Eastern Bengal and Assam for mercy, or, as an alternative, for the transmission of his memorial to the Governor-General, that the Lieutenant-Governor rejected the prayer, and forwarded the memorial to the Governor-General in Council, but ordered the man’s execution; that the Governor-General in Council, and the Orders of the Lieutenant-Governor, although for his safety, was committed to the Governor to the Governor-General in Council, and the orders of the Governor-General in Council, granting a reprieve, arrived after the execution had taken place; and whether he will state the facts in the case. Mr. Morley replied: “I find it difficult to believe that the facts are as stated in the question, but if they are amount to a question his references further. While we are far from taking the views held by our contributor we are certain that for his facts there is always ample evidence.—ED.

Mr. Maurice Browne has alleged that I charged an unnamed Lieutenant-Governor—that he connived at the premature execution of an Indian sentenced unjustly to death, to anticipate a certain reprieve from the Viceroy.” That allegation is a deliberate and wicked misrepresentation of the plainest English. I described the man concerned as “a martyr.” I did not use any words capable of bearing the meaning of “connived,” or “sentenced unjustly to death,” or “a certain reprieve from the Viceroy.”

In dealing with a gross blunder of the Indian Executive and the Lieutenant-Governor, I was pointing out how monstrously unfair was the repression of the governed for agitating against a Government capable of executive errors of this kind.

This is not the first time that our contributor, Mr. Norman, has been put to the trouble of rehearsing facts quite as accessible to himself as to himself. Before venturing in future to challenge Mr. Norman in such a tone as that adopted by Mr. Maurice Browne, we trust that our correspondents will themselves enquire into the facts of the case, and only when they fail to find confirmation of Mr. Norman’s statements proceed to question his references further. While we are far from taking the views held by our contributor we are certain that for his facts there is always ample evidence.—Ed. N.A.*

THE SECULAR MOVEMENT. TO THE EDITOR OF "THE NEW AGE.

Mr. George Stanegren, in his interesting reminiscences of the Secular Movement, mentions the old "National Reformer," with its programme of "Abstention, Republicanism, and Malthusianism." Certain phrases and irrelevant matters translated this as "No God, no king, and as few people as possible." I believe a clergyman was responsible for the interpretation, but cannot recall his name.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.

You may imagine, Sir, how pleased I was to come across this confirmation of my favourite idea, that whatever "take" has been used in politics in the past will be sure to be disused and replaced by "relax."—ED. OF THE NEW AGE.

Are Crime's avowed cruelties "experimental research into Surgical Shock"—cutting, tearing, burning the body; cutting and crushing muscles; crushing the joints; crushing, tearing, cutting and burning the tongue; pouring boiling water within the abdomen; removing vital organs; burning and crushing the palms; tearing and crushing the nerves?

Are such execrations as one described by Dr. Bigelow (Harvard Professor of Surgery) on some of horses broken with age and disease, resulting from lifelong devotion to man's service: "He was hung upon the floor, his skin scored with knives like a gridiron, his eyes and ears cut out, his teeth torn out, his arteries laid bare, his nerves exposed, pinched, severed, his bone, upon every trifling occasion, had produced great indiffer- ence in the vulgar of late.
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BERNARD H. BROWN-SEQUELAR. Aids to Physical and Mental Health. What Shall We Do with Yellow Fever?—ed. New York. (The New Age.)

THE SPIRITUALITY OF THE BIBLE PROVED BY THE ZION'S WORKS, with Catalogue, in Free Libraries.

TWO Good-sized Rooms to Let, with Small attic; quiet, sunny, clean, & well fitted. Bed credit and breakfast. 6 rooms, York St., 8d. and up. (The New Age.)

"UNITARIANISM AN AFFIRMATIVE FAITH, " The "Unitarian Argument" (Book), " Risus Profundus " (Discordant Broke), "Unitarian " (John Hopkins), post-free. Miss BAYNE, Mount Pleasant, Sladmouth.
NEW PUBLICATIONS issued by the New Age Press, Ltd.

LITERARY TASTE: HOW TO FORM IT. With detailed instructions for collecting a complete Library of English Literature.

By ARNOLD BENNETT. Crown 8vo. Beautifully bound, with Celtic design in red and brown. Price 2s. net, by post 2s. 3d.

"In this work Mr. Arnold Bennett assumes nothing. He begins at the beginning and frankly faces those difficulties, such as the natural human distaste for classics and the widespread objection to reading poetry, which have hitherto been ignored by all literary handbooks. In offering detailed counsel towards the formation of taste, he does not prescribe a course of study, such as readers would be likely to pursue only if they were archangels. He seeks rather to suggest and direct such quiet efforts as the average man who cares for books has at times an inclination to make. Above all, his intention is to be practical. The volume includes very precise instructions with all necessary information for collecting a complete library of English literature at the lowest possible cost."

WOMAN’S WORST ENEMY: WOMAN.

By BEATRICE TINA.

Demy 8vo. Stout Wrapper 1s. net, by post 1s. 6d.

Contents—Declaratory—The Two Curses—The Three Sisters—The Plight of the Unfit Mother—The Harlot—Love, Children and Civilisation: also a reprint from the N.A. of the much discussed article "Woman as State Creditor," with "Answers to Correspondence" on the same.

THE PEOPLE’S DRINK: A Consumer’s View of the Drink Problem.

By CECIL CHESTERTON. Crown 8vo. Wrapper, 3d. net. By post, 3½d.

A study of the drink problem from the point of view of Democratic Socialism, containing a criticism of current proposals for "Temperance Reform," and exposing the falsehood of the assumptions upon which they are based. The author finally propounds his own solution of the drink problem, and defends it against criticism.

PORTRAITS OF G. BERNARD SHAW & ROBERT BLATCHFORD.

After the Drawings by Joseph Simpson, R.B.A.

The picture surface of these portraits is about 10 by 9½ inches, and they are mounted on superfine mounts measuring 20 by 16 inches. They are reproduced in colours, and are undoubtedly the finest pictures of the kind ever issued at so moderate a price.

Not only are they treasure for the collections of the artistic, but they enable clubs and the man with the narrow purse to become possessed of excellent decorations for their walls.

What the Press say:

"Mr. Simpson’s gift, of observation, and power of expressing ‘things seen’ and contemplated, give his work a distinct personal character."—The Morning Post.

Prices:

Single Prints Mounted ready for Framing, 2s. net each. By post, carefully packed between boards, 2s. 3d. Framed in 2 inch oak with special moulding, 3 ply backs. Price 4s. 6d. Carriage paid 5s.

From all Booksellers, or direct from the Publishers:

THE NEW AGE PRESS, Ltd., 14, RED LION COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON.